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1: Bruce Lee Biography - life, family, children, name, story, death, wife, school, mother
Bruce Lee was a revered martial artist, actor and filmmaker known for movies like 'Fists of Fury' and 'Enter the Dragon,'
and the technique Jeet Kune Do. This website uses cookies for analytics.

Plot[ edit ] Part One: Bruce notices to his dismay that there was a subtle discrimination against his race in the
school, which urges him to excel in order to prove that Chinese people are also competent and talented. Along
with his childhood friend Qin Xiao Man, Bruce participates in a cha-cha competition and wins, much to the
annoyance of his British schoolmate Blair Lewis. Their bitter rivalry worsened when Bruce joined the school
boxing team, whose ace boxer was Blair. The two participate in the school boxing competition, and Blair loses
to Bruce. Blair then realizes that unlike him, Bruce had a good chance of winning the boxing championship.
He decides to help Bruce by teaching him about the three-time champion David Cafeld. This marks the end of
the enmity between the two and the start of a friendship that they maintain for many years after. He talks to
Uncle Shao about this, and Uncle Shao is reluctant at first but relents to teaching Bruce some fighting
techniques. Bruce survives the crash but goes into a coma. Meanwhile, Bruce goes to America with Uncle
Shao. Uncle Shao then tells Bruce that he must leave Uncle Shao and have a better life. Bruce accuses Uncle
Shao of getting rid of him, but he does as Uncle Shao says and leaves. He meets Jesse, an African American
cab driver who cheats Bruce out of some money, but later on becomes a friend and loyal follower after Bruce
saves him from some thugs. Bruce arrives at the restaurant of Ms. Ruby lets Bruce live in the basement of her
restaurant, and employs him as a helper and dish washer. He later quits his job in order to go to school. He
enrolls at Edison Technical School, and, with the help of Jesse, was able to rent a small room and get a job of
delivering papers. At the school, he meets Arroyo, and the two briefly engage in a romantic relationship. He
angers the karate team, and they challenge him to a formal battle. Bruce agrees to fight, but only if Master
Kimura, the karate expert of Seattle, will be the one to fight him and if reporters will cover the event. Kimura
assents to this. He and Bruce fight, and Bruce defeats him in an astonishing eleven seconds. This action of
Kimura angers the Karate community. He refuses to quit learning from Bruce, and he is soon considered an
outcast. Bruce soon shares with Kimura the secret of his Kung Fu, which is actually a mixture of moves from
Wing Chun, Boxing, and even from cha-cha. This peculiar style of Bruce stems from his belief that martial
arts should be practical and usable in actual combat. He therefore often takes moves from a particular style and
adapts them into his own. Unsure of what he should major in, he asks for the advice of Professor Kane. After a
lengthy discussion, Bruce decides on taking up philosophy. Bruce later applies many of what he learns at
school to his martial arts. He takes a particular interest in the philosophy of Yin Yang. He also starts to teach
Kung Fu for free to his schoolmates. Kimura talks to him about opening a Chinese Kung Fu school. Bruce
confesses that while it is his dream to open one, he cannot afford it. Kimura then volunteers to sell his dojo
and use the money to help Bruce, but Bruce refuses, saying that he does not want to be indebted to Kimura
that way. Kimura sells the dojo anyway. Arroyo urges Bruce to come to the Philippines with her, where they
can share a life of comfort together. Bruce tells her that he does not want to leave America because of his
dream of becoming a Kung Fu master and philosopher. Arroyo expresses her dislike for Kung Fu. Bruce
breaks up with her, knowing that she will never understand his passion. He then meets Linda Emery. The two
start dating, and Bruce tells Linda about his dreams. She begins to share his enthusiasm with Kung Fu and
even starts to take some Kung Fu lessons from Bruce. Kimura and Bruce rent a basement for the Kung Fu
school, but Linda advises them to delay the opening in order to participate in the Asian Cultural Festival, an
event which she believed will serve as a good way to promote the opening of the school. Bruce agrees to this.
Their promotion was going well until Bruce was challenged and defeated by Yamamoto, a 6-dan karate master
who held a grudge on Bruce for speaking low of karate. Bruce demands a rematch and loses again, but he
refuses to stop challenging Yamamoto. He challenges Wally Jay in order to learn more about jujitsu
techniques. At the end of the match, it was apparent that Bruce will win, but he chooses to let the duel in a
draw so that Wally Jay may keep his prestige. This earns him respect from Wally Jay and the two exchange
knowledge on martial arts. However, now equipped with new techniques from jujitsu and wise advice from
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Inosanto, Bruce defeats Yamamoto. Bruce ends up in a hospital due to his injuries. Ed Parker feels guilty for
this afterward, realizing that what he did was dishonorable. He visits Bruce in the hospital and formally
apologizes. She asks Linda to break up with Bruce, but Linda refuses and leaves their home. Her mother
suffers a heart attack. Bruce urges Linda to visit her mother despite their differences. Bruce takes part in the
California Karate Competition and defeats the three-time champion, Hoffman. After the match, Hoffman
approaches Bruce and they teach each other. Hoffman also talks to Bruce about moving his Kung Fu school to
Oakland, where Hoffman thinks it will gain more students and attention. Bruce agrees and decides to go to
Oakland immediately, to the dismay of his friends. He drops out of college and bids goodbye to Professor
Kane. Linda becomes furious with him for not discussing this with her. Bruce asks her to marry him but Linda
refuses. Their quarrel ends the next day when Linda realizes how much she loves Bruce and agrees to marry
him. Bruce sets up their marriage at once. Linda also decides to leave school. She soon gets pregnant with
their first child, Brandon. The rent, however, was too expensive for Bruce, so Uncle Shao decides to lend him
the money. Meanwhile, the kung fu masters in America become enraged with Bruce for putting up a martial
arts school without approaching Master Wang, the president of the Chinese Martial Arts Association in
California. On top of this, Bruce also teaches many non-Chinese students, which is strictly prohibited among
the Chinese. The masters challenge Bruce to an official match against Yellow Brat. Should he lose, Bruce is
either to close down his school or to stop teaching non-Chinese people. But should he win, Bruce will be
allowed to continue running his school whichever way he wanted. The two fight fiercely against each other,
but the battle is interrupted when Linda unexpectedly goes into labor. The match is stopped, and Yellow Brat
allows Bruce 15 days before they will have to fight again. Bruce goes home to Hong Kong after receiving the
grim news that his father has died. He returns to America for his match with Yellow Brat. Master Wang,
seeing how the match was going to inevitably end, declares Bruce the winner. This enrages Yellow Brat, and
in a fit of fury, strikes Bruce on the back with a large piece of wood. This seriously injures Bruce and
paralyzes him from the waist down. He is told by his doctors that he may never walk again, let alone practice
martial arts. Horrified by this news, Bruce becomes depressed and withdrawn, claiming that he would rather
die than not be able to practice his Kung Fu. However, stern and encouraging words from Linda makes him
become determined to walk again even while knowing it would take a miracle for him to heal. Master Wang
visits Bruce along with the other Kung Fu masters. Bruce bids them all to rise, saying that instead of fighting
amongst themselves, the Chinese must stand united. His words earned him profound respect from the masters,
especially from Wang. His paraplegia confines Bruce to a wheelchair. Unable to teach anymore, he ordered
his friends to close down the school, and they reluctantly oblige. Linda decides to bring Brandon home, who
had been staying with her mother since Bruce injured his back. She makes Brandon stand on his own and tells
him to walk to Bruce. Bruce slowly regains his strength and starts training again. Bruce also decides to join
the Karate national championship. The two finally meet in the championship match. As Bruce and Rolex are
almost evenly skilled, the fight was difficult for them both. Rolex proved to be a formidable opponent, but
Bruce prevails in the end. Bruce is delighted at the notion, for he feels that it was time to change the rather
ludicrous portrayals of his people in movies. He saw movies as the medium through which the world would
change their impressions of the Chinese.
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2: AsAm News | New Details Released about Life of Bruce Lee in New Biography
Five days earlier Bruce Lee had died at the age of thirty-two. Several hundred extra police officers were detailed to
control the crowd. Wearing lime green shorts and short-sleeved shirts, black shoes, knee socks, and billed caps, the
cops looked like overgrown Boy Scouts on a summer trip.

A Life by Matthew Polly. It would be inaccurate, however, to describe Bruce Lee: A Life as a tell all book.
From the story of his parents, a wealthy Eurasian mother and a father who came from poverty, to his troubled
youth and rise to stardom, Polly stitches a fascinating account of the most charismatic martial artist ever. Like
Clint, I think Bruce would have continued acting in movies in different genres not just kung fu for another
decade or two. But as he got older, I think he would have moved behind the camera as a director and producer.
For Bruce, being in control of his art was more important than the fame associated with being an actor. Linda
recalls the time she first set eyes on Lee, how she kept their relationship from her mother and some of the
economic hard times the couple faced earlier in his career. They even went to the premier of Enter the Dragon
together. Betty Ting Pei also gave an interview to Polly. I did three interviews on three separate daysâ€”about
12 hours in totalâ€”with Betty at the Peninsula Hotel. Lee took on a wide variety of roles during his early
acting days as a child actor in Hong Kong. He played orphans and street urchins and took on roles in both
comedies and tragedies. Polly says none of his early roles involved action movies. The book reaffirmed what
many of his fans already knew. Bruce Lee was a man who did it his way. He was often awkward at Hollywood
parties, especially early in his career. Unlike others, he would not fawn over stars. Eventually, Bruce would
attract a crowd around him at these parties even though he was often confused with the bus boy. It is not going
to happen. Bruce had incredible determination and will power. He never gave up, and he worked harder than
anyone else. AsAmNews has Asian America in its heart. Check out our Twitter feed and Facebook page for
more content. Please consider interning, joining our staff or submitting a story.
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3: Top 20 Most Inspiring Bruce Lee Quotes | Goalcast
Documentary about martial arts actor Bruce Lee, from his birth in till his death in , with interviews with his fellow actors
and family.

Bruce Lee This is a Chinese name; the family name is Lee. Lee Jun-fan November 27, â€” July 20, , referred
to professionally as Bruce Lee, was a Hong Kong and American performing artist, movie executive, military
craftsman, hand to hand fighting educator, philosopher, and organizer of the military workmanship Jeet Kune
Do, one of the wushu or kungfu styles. Lee was the child of Cantonese musical show star Lee Hoi-chuen. He
is broadly considered by analysts, faultfinders, media, and other military craftsmen to be a standout amongst
the most persuasive military specialists of all times and a popular culture symbol of the twentieth century. He
is frequently attributed with changing the manner in which Asians were introduced in American movies. He
was acquainted with the film business by his dad and showed up in a few movies as a tyke performing artist.
Lee moved to the United States at 18 years old to get his advanced education at the University of Washington
in Seattle, and it was amid this time he started showing hand to hand fighting. His Hong Kong and
Hollywood-delivered films raised the conventional Hong Kong hand to hand fighting film to another level of
fame and recognition, starting a flood of enthusiasm for Chinese combative techniques in the West in the s.
The bearing and tone of his movies significantly changed and impacted hand to hand fighting and combative
techniques films in the US, Hong Kong, and whatever is left of the world. He is noted for his jobs in five full
length films: Lee turned into a notorious figure known all through the world, especially among the Chinese, in
view of his depiction of Chinese patriotism in his films. He prepared in the specialty of Wing Chun and later
consolidated his different impacts from different sources into the soul of his own combative techniques logic,
which he named Jeet Kune Do The Way of the Intercepting Fist. Lee held double nationality in Hong Kong
and the US. He kicked the bucket in Kowloon Tong on July 20, , at 32 years old. As indicated by the Chinese
zodiac, Lee was conceived in both the hour and the time of the Dragon, which as indicated by custom is a
solid and serendipitous omen. Lee and his folks came back to Hong Kong when he was three months old.
Bruce was the fourth of five youngsters: Bruce Thomas, in his persuasive life story Bruce Lee: Fighting Spirit,
proposes that Grace had a Chinese mother and a German father. Beauty Lee said her mom was English and
her dad was Chinese. Bosman along these lines surrendered his family and moved to California. Lee had three
other Chinese names:
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4: The Life And Legend Of Bruce Lee | RadioWest
Bruce Lee was born on November 27, , at the Chinese Hospital, in San Francisco's www.enganchecubano.coming to
the Chinese zodiac, Lee was born in both the hour and the year of the Dragon, which according to tradition is a strong
and fortuitous omen.

According to the Chinese zodiac , Lee was born in both the hour and the year of the Dragon , which according
to tradition is a strong and fortuitous omen. Fighting Spirit, suggests that Grace had a Chinese mother and a
German father. Grace Lee said her mother was English and her father was Chinese. Bosman subsequently
abandoned his family and immigrated to California. Lee Hoi-chuen had been touring the United States for
many years and performing in numerous Chinese communities there. Within months, Hong Kong was invaded
and the Lees lived for three years and eight months under Japanese occupation. She was the half-niece of Sir
Robert Ho-tung , [21] [33] the Eurasian patriarch of the clan. As such, the young Bruce Lee grew up in an
affluent and privileged environment. Lee began training in Wing Chun when he was 16 years old under the
Wing Chun teacher Yip Man in , after losing several fights with rival gang members. In , due to poor academic
performance and possibly poor conduct, he was transferred to St. In , Bruce won the Hong Kong schools
boxing tournament, knocking out the previous champion in the final. The police detective came and he says
"Excuse me Mr. Lee, your son is really fighting bad in school. If he gets into just one more fight I might have
to put him in jail". New life in America This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. After living in San Francisco for several months, he moved to Seattle in to continue his high school
education, where he also worked for Ruby Chow as a live-in waiter at her restaurant. In March , Lee enrolled
at the University of Washington and studied dramatic arts, philosophy , psychology , and various other
subjects. Lee had two children with Linda Emery: Brandon Lee â€” and Shannon Lee born It was basically
his approach to Wing Chun. James Lee was twenty years senior to Bruce Lee and a well-known Chinese
martial artist in the area. Together, they founded the second Jun Fan martial arts studio in Oakland. Long
Beach International Karate Championships At the invitation of Ed Parker , Lee appeared in the Long Beach
International Karate Championships [49] and performed repetitions of two-finger push-ups using the thumb
and the index finger of one hand with feet at approximately shoulder-width apart. In the same Long Beach
event he also performed the " One inch punch. His volunteer was Bob Baker of Stockton , California. Rhee
taught Lee the side kick in detail, and Lee taught Rhee the "non-telegraphic" punch. Lee took several steps
back and asked if Moore was ready. When Moore nodded in affirmation, Lee glided towards him until he was
within striking range. In eight attempts, Moore failed to block any of the punches. Lee attempted another
punch, and Moore blocked it as well. Moore claims that Lee never successfully struck Moore but Moore was
able to strike Lee after trying on his own. However, when viewing the video of the demonstration, it is clear
that Mohammed and especially Moore were erroneous in their claims. According to Lee, the Chinese
community issued an ultimatum to him to stop teaching non-Chinese people. When he refused to comply, he
was challenged to a combat match with Wong. The arrangement was that if Lee lost, he would have to shut
down his school, while if he won, he would be free to teach white people, or anyone else. Wong and William
Chen stated that the fight lasted an unusually long 20â€”25 minutes. Forced to defend his life, Wong
nonetheless refrained from striking Lee with killing force when the opportunity presented itself because it
could have earned him a prison sentence. Lee did not respond to the invitation despite his reputation for
violently responding to every provocation, [57] and there were no further public announcements by either,
though Lee continued to teach white people. The Chinese characters around the Taijitu symbol read: Lee
concluded that the fight had lasted too long and that he had failed to live up to his potential using his Wing
Chun techniques. He took the view that traditional martial arts techniques were too rigid and formalized to be
practical in scenarios of chaotic street fighting. Lee decided to develop a system with an emphasis on
"practicality, flexibility, speed, and efficiency". He started to use different methods of training such as weight
training for strength, running for endurance, stretching for flexibility, and many others which he constantly
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adapted, including fencing and basic boxing techniques. Lee emphasized what he called "the style of no style".
This consisted of getting rid of the formalized approach which Lee claimed was indicative of traditional styles.
Lee felt that even the system he now called Jun Fan Gung Fu was too restrictive, and it eventually evolved
into a philosophy and martial art he would come to call Jeet Kune Do or the Way of the Intercepting Fist. It is
a term he would later regret, because Jeet Kune Do implied specific parameters that styles connote, whereas
the idea of his martial art was to exist outside of parameters and limitations. After his match with Wong Jack
Man in , Lee changed his approach toward martial arts training. Lee felt that many martial artists of his time
did not spend enough time on physical conditioning. Lee included all elements of total fitnessâ€”muscular
strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular endurance, and flexibility. He used traditional bodybuilding
techniques to build some muscle mass, though not overdone, as that could decrease speed or flexibility. At the
same time, with respect to balance, Lee maintained that mental and spiritual preparation are fundamental to
the success of physical training in martial arts skills. In Tao of Jeet Kune Do he wrote: Training is one of the
most neglected phases of athletics. Too much time is given to the development of skill and too little to the
development of the individual for participation. JKD, ultimately is not a matter of petty techniques but of
highly developed spirituality and physique. He later concluded that achieving a high-performance body was
akin to maintaining the engine of a high-performance automobile. Because of this, Lee was introduced into
films at a very young age and appeared in several films as a child. Lee had his first role as a baby who was
carried onto the stage in the film Golden Gate Girl. By the time he was 18, he had appeared in twenty films.
However, a martial arts exhibition on Long Beach in eventually led to the invitation by William Dozier for an
audition for a role in the pilot for "Number One Son". The show never aired, but Lee was invited for the role
of the sidekick Kato alongside the title character played by Van Williams in the TV series titled The Green
Hornet. The show lasted only one season of 26 episodes, from September to March Lee and Williams also
appeared as their respective characters in three crossover episodes of Batman , another William
Dozier-produced television series. This was followed by guest appearances in three television series: Ironside ,
Here Come the Brides , and Blondie In the three worked on a script for a film called The Silent Flute, and
went together on a location hunt to India. The project was not realised at the time, but the film Circle of Iron ,
starring David Carradine , was based on the same plot. In , producer Paul Maslansky was reported to have
planned and received funding for a film based on the original script for The Silent Flute. In , Lee appeared in
four episodes of the television series Longstreet , written by Silliphant. Lee played the martial arts instructor
of the title character Mike Longstreet played by James Franciscus , and important aspects of his martial arts
philosophy were written into the script. During a December 9, television interview on The Pierre Berton Show
, Lee stated that both Paramount and Warner Brothers wanted him "to be in a modernized type of a thing, and
that they think the Western idea is out, whereas I want to do the Western". According to these sources, the
reason Lee was not cast was in part because of his ethnicity, but more so because he had a thick accent. If the
situation were reversed, and an American star were to come to Hong Kong, and I was the man with the money,
I would have my own concerns as to whether the acceptance would be there". Unaware that The Green Hornet
had been played to success in Hong Kong and was unofficially referred to as "The Kato Show", he was
surprised to be recognized on the street as the star of the show. Lee played his first leading role in The Big
Boss , which proved to be an enormous box office success across Asia and catapulted him to stardom. He soon
followed up with Fist of Fury , which broke the box office records set previously by The Big Boss. Having
finished his initial two-year contract, Lee negotiated a new deal with Golden Harvest. Lee later formed his
own company, Concord Production Inc. Filming began in Hong Kong in January One month into the filming,
another production company, Starseas Motion Pictures, promoted Bruce Lee as a leading actor in Fist of
Unicorn, although he had merely agreed to choreograph the fight sequences in the film as a favour to his
long-time friend Unicorn Chan. Lee planned to sue the production company, but retained his friendship with
Chan. Lee had shot over minutes of footage, including out-takes, for Game of Death before shooting was
stopped to allow him to work on Enter the Dragon. In a controversial move, Robert Clouse finished the film
using a look-alike and archive footage of Lee from his other films with a new storyline and cast, which was
released in However, the cobbled-together film contained only fifteen minutes of actual footage of Lee he had
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printed many unsuccessful takes [80] while the rest had a Lee look-alike, Kim Tai Chung , and Yuen Biao as
stunt double. The unused footage Lee had filmed was recovered 22 years later and included in the
documentary Bruce Lee: However, at the time, Lee decided to direct and produce his own script for Way of
the Dragon instead. The first season will contain 10 episodes. He was well-read and had an extensive library
dominated by martial arts subjects and philosophical texts. His eclectic philosophy often mirrored his fighting
beliefs, though he was quick to claim that his martial arts were solely a metaphor for such teachings. He
believed that any knowledge ultimately led to self-knowledge, and said that his chosen method of
self-expression was martial arts. When asked in about his religious affiliation, he replied, "none whatsoever",
[90] and when asked if he believed in God, he said, "To be perfectly frank, I really do not. His daughter
Shannon Lee said, "He did write poetry; he was really the consummate artist. The mood in his poems shows
the side of the man that can be compared with other poets such as Robert Frost , one of many well-known
poets expressing himself with dark poetic works. The paradox taken from the Yin and Yang symbol in martial
arts was also integrated into his poetry. His martial arts and philosophy contribute a great part to his poetry.
Suffering from seizures and headaches, he was immediately rushed to Hong Kong Baptist Hospital , where
doctors diagnosed cerebral edema.
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5: Bruce Lee - Wikipedia
My guest's name is Matthew Polly, he is the author of a new definitive biography of Bruce Lee called "Bruce Lee: A Life."
Today on the show, Matthew and I explore the creation of the legend that is Bruce Lee starting with his unique family
history that had him straddling Eastern and Western cultures his entire life.

Then came Bruce Lee. And the most essential aspect of that image is his body, stripped to the waist, corded
and quivering with muscle. It is the centerpiece of dozens of fight scenes, which Lee choreographed himself,
and is frequently revealed with slow, deliberate pageantry. Those bodily displays made him unique: But it was
enough to leave a legacy that has changed movies, martial arts and American culture at large. My Life in
Action;" originalspin Read an excerpt of Bruce Lee by Matthew Polly The crowd of mourners began gathering
on the evening of July 24, , outside the Kowloon Funeral Parlour in anticipation of the ceremony the next
morning. As the appointed hour of 10 a. Five days earlier Bruce Lee had died at the age of thirty-two. Several
hundred extra police officers were detailed to control the crowd. Wearing lime green shorts and short-sleeved
shirts, black shoes, knee socks, and billed caps, the cops looked like overgrown Boy Scouts on a summer trip.
Wearing sunglasses to hide tears, the famous arrived one after another to pay their respects to the man who
had put Hong Kong cinema on the world map: One of the few famous faces to skip the event was Betty Ting
Pei in whose apartment Lee had died. Much to the disappointment of the throng, Betty chose to stay home
where she was reported to be under heavy sedation. Linda was dressed in all whiteâ€”the Chinese color for
mourningâ€”a white double-breasted long coat down to her knees, white slacks, and a white turtleneck. Her
light brown hair was cut short. Big round sunglasses covered her red eyes. The walls were covered with
thousands of tributesâ€”Chinese calligraphy on strips of white silk. Raymond and Linda bowed before the
altar three times before Chow escorted her over to the section reserved for family. Linda was helped out of her
fashionable long coat and into a white, hooded, burlap mourning gown per Chinese custom. Her two children,
eight-year-old Brandon and four-year-old Shannon, were brought in from a side entrance and dressed in white
burlap as well. Shannon, too young to understand what was happening, played happily while Brandon glared
angrily. The top half of the coffin was opened. Linda had dressed her husband in the blue Chinese outfit he
had worn in Enter the Dragon and liked to wear around the house because it was comfortable. Friends filed
past the open casket to see him one last time. Press photographers jostled with the invited guests to get a better
angle; many simply raised their cameras above their heads and snapped away furiously. Covering her face
with a trembling hand, Linda burst into tears. From Bruce Lee by Matthew Polly.
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6: The Life of Bruce Lee | Full Movie | Movies on Cartoon HD
Online shopping from a great selection at Movies & TV Store.

The aim of art is not the one-sided promotion of spirit, soul and senses, but the opening of all human
capacities â€” thought, feeling, will â€” to the life rhythm of the world of nature. So will the voiceless voice
be heard and the self be brought into harmony with it. I just help you to explore yourself. As a result, his
action is and , more importantly, his thinking become mechanical. His responses become automatic, according
to set patterns, making him narrow and limited. He lives only in what is. There are no limits. There are
plateaus, but you must not stay there, you must go beyond them. If it kills you, it kills you. A man must
constantly exceed his level. You can never invite the wind, but you must leave the window open. Do not be
assertive, but adjust to the object, and you shall find a way around or through it. If nothing within you stays
rigid, outward things will disclose themselves. Empty your mind, be formless. If you put water into a cup, it
becomes the cup. You put water into a bottle and it becomes the bottle. You put it in a teapot, it becomes the
teapot. Now, water can flow or it can crash. Be water, my friend. This difference between self-actualization
and self-image actualization is very important. It is constant movement, un-rhythmic movement, as we as
constant change. Things live by moving and gain strength as they go. Punch when you have to punch. Kick
when you have to kick. Open yourself and flow, my friend. Flow in the total openness of the living moment.
Moving, be like water. Still, be like a mirror. Respond like an echo. To waste time is to expend it
thoughtlessly or carelessly. We all have time to either spend or waste and it is our decision what to do with it.
But once passed, it is gone forever. I try to live freely from moment to moment, letting things happen and
adjusting to them. There is no border, no frontier. They want to get ahead, to stand out. The medicine for my
suffering I had within me from the very beginning but I did not take it. My ailment came from within myself,
but I did not observe it, until this moment. Now I see that I will never find the light unless, like the candle, I
am my own fuel, consuming myself. To grow, to discover, we need involvement, which is something I
experience every day â€” sometimes good, sometimes frustrating. No matter what, you must let your inner
light guide you out of the darkness. You have choice, you are master of your attitude, choose the positive, the
constructive. Optimism is a faith that leads to success. In the beginning a flame, very pretty, often hot and
fierce, but still only light and flickering. As love grows older, our hearts mature and our love becomes as
coals, deep-burning and unquenchable. We are two halves that make a whole â€” two halves fitted together are
more efficient than either half would ever be alone! To know oneself is to study one self in action with another
person. Relationship is a process of self evaluation and self revelation. Relationship is the mirror in which you
discover yourself â€” to be is to be related. In great attempts it is glorious even to fail. I cannot blindly follow
the crowd and accept their approach. I will not allow myself to indulge in the usual manipulating game of role
creation. Fortunately for me, my self-knowledge has transcended that and I have come to understand that life
is best to be lived and not to be conceptualized. I am happy because I am growing daily and I am honestly not
knowing where the limit lies. To be certain, every day there can be a revelation or a new discovery. I treasure
the memory of the past misfortunes. It has added more to my bank of fortitude. Just be ordinary and nothing
special. The ignorant will laugh at me, but the wise will understand. It is all these combined. My brain
becomes magnetized with this dominating force which I hold in my hand. Willing is not enough, we must do.
In combat, without the prior attributes, a strong man will be like the bull with its colossal strength futilely
pursuing the matador or like a low-geared truck chasing a rabbit. Let your opponent graze your skin and you
smash into his flesh; let him smash into your flesh and you fracture his bones; let him fracture your bones and
you take his life! Do not be concerned with escaping safely- lay your life before him!! Let nature take its
course, and your tools will strike at the right moment. The easy way is also the right way, and martial arts is
nothing at all special; the closer to the true way of martial arts, the less wastage of expression there is. On dry
land no frame of mind is ever going to help you. My movements are simple, direct and non-classical. The
extraordinary part of it lies in its simplicity. Every movement in Jeet Kune-Do is being so of itself. There is
nothing artificial about it. I always believe that the easy way is the right way.
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7: The Inspirational Life of Bruce Lee - www.enganchecubano.com
This week we discuss a typical day in the life of Bruce Lee, his habits and activities on an average day when he wasn't
filming. The Wing Luke Museum in Seattle has an exhibit called "A Day in the Life of Bruce Lee" and you can make your
own "Day in the Life" infographic here.

My fondness for HK runs deep and even though it is a very different place now from what it was when I first
grew to know the city back in the s, my affinity for it has not waned. For me, authenticity is important when it
comes to non-fiction portrayals of real-life events and absolutely, when it comes to biographies of real-life
people, especially those who are no longer around to either validate or refute what is being written about their
lives. I must admit when I first found out that American martial arts and travel writer Matthew Polly was
releasing an authoritative biography on Hong Kong martial arts legend Bruce Lee, the question of authenticity
did come into my mind initially. Knowing virtually nothing about Polly prior to starting this book, I wondered
how this biography would play out. Given the above, it should come as no surprise then, that I had mixed
feelings at first going into this read. On the other hand, I was skeptical, as Bruce Lee was one of those rare
celebrities who became a bona fide international icon almost entirely posthumously and I frankly did not know
what to expect. I am pleasantly surprised, delighted, and absolutely in awe at the amount of research that went
into this book! I was surprised to see so many familiar names and places in the book â€” stuff I rarely ever see
in books about HK written in English. I read everything that had ever been written about Bruce and took
copious notes. And then I interviewed everyone who had ever known Bruce and was willing to talk and took
copious notes. Then I compiled these notes into a single Word document in chronological order. The final file
was over 2, pages and a million words long. Along the way, I interviewed over a hundred people and met with
many others who were helpful in countless ways. This is one of those books that deserves not just to be read -complete from the Prologue to the Epilogue and everything in between, including the Afterword, the notes,
and the bibliography -- but also explored, savored, and cherished for me personally, the Epilogue and
Afterword were my favorite parts of the book. The historical and cultural aspects of Hong Kong are
well-depicted in here and for that alone, especially for those who may not be familiar with Hong Kong, this is
an insightful read. For those curious about Hollywood in the s and 70s, the film-making process, what it was
like for celebrities during that time, the lifestyle, the environment, this book gives an interesting glimpse into
that era. And finally, if you are a Bruce Lee fan, you should definitely read this book, as it is a sincere and
fascinating exploration of the short yet dynamic life of one of the most recognizable names on the planet. The
part that resonates with me the most and, for me, will always be the true legacy that Bruce Lee left us is
summed up in this passage from the Epilogue where Polly writes: He never let it stop him. Instead, he
preached a message of post-racial unity. It just so happens that people are different. He accepted anyone who
wanted to learn from him. His first student in America was Jesse Glover [a black man whom everyone he
approached refused to teach purely because of the color of his skin]. For that, I am grateful!
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8: Bruce Lee: Life Of An Icon - 1A
Bruce Lee, born as Lee Jun Fan on November 27, in San Francisco, California in the hour and the year of the Dragon, is
a well-known actor and martial artist. Although he was an actor from the age of three months onward, his initially gained
popularity for his role in The Green Hornet, a show that aired from

From a very young age, Bruce Lee was obsessed with learning how to make the most out of his life. By
learning to fight, he was able to better understand who he was â€” he could force himself out of his comfort
zone, test his limits, and confront his fears. Fighting was his way of making friends with his inner demons,
expanding his sense of self, and expressing the core of his being. Through his books, films and interviews,
Bruce Lee tried to convey the wisdom he had gained over the many years of studying philosophy and
practicing martial arts. People tend to think of water as a symbol of weakness. Far from that, Bruce Lee
regarded water as the ultimate symbol of strength. In his own words: It can never be snapped. By doing so, it
conquers all without fighting. The scene has Lee on a large junk that is sailing from Hong Kong to an island
destination, the locale of a brutal martial arts tournament presided over by Han, the renegade Shaolin Temple
monk who has turned to a life of crime. On the junk, a New Zealand martial artist begins to flex his martial
muscle, attempting to intimidate his fellow passengers, some of whom will be his opponents in the
forthcoming tournament. He chooses to do this by picking on and brutalizing the smaller Chinese stewards
and cabin boys. He attempts to goad Lee into a duel on the boat. Incensed, yet curious, the martial artist asks
him: You can call it the art of fighting without fighting. Show me some of it! Lee smiles again as his eyes
return to scanning the ocean. They come to rest upon a sandy cove. At that moment, Lee lets the line play out
in his hands setting the martial artist adrift at sea. Lee had no intention of ever joining the man at all. His
swiftness of thought had given him victory without his once ever having to throw a punch or kick. Moreover,
by flowing with the river of life, not clinging to this or that circumstance, but letting the current of existence
take us to new, unknown places, we learn to not get stuck in the past. This way we can live more intensely in
the present moment, as well as gather experiences that will help us grow into wiser human beings. As Bruce
put it: In the summer of , Bruce Lee was asked by a journalist if he was affiliated with any religion. Although
he was an avid reader of religion, philosophy, and martial arts, he viewed religious or philosophical ideologies
at best only as signposts pointing to the truth, but not as the truth itself. As Lee put it: On the contrary, he
urged them to think for themselves , so they can reach to their own conclusions from their first-hand
experiences. As he pointed out: The closer to the source, the less wastage there is. No wonder our everyday
life has become so complicated and stress-full. According to Bruce Lee, simplicity is key to contentment and
self-development. It is the halfway cultivation that leads to ornamentation â€¦. We can unburden our psyche
from unnecessary wants and pay attention to our true needs. We can stop distracting ourselves with myriad
things that turns life into a burdensome mess, and instead dedicate ourselves only on what makes it a
worth-living adventure. Love is way more than exciting romance. Nearly everybody likes talking highly of
love, but only a few are truly loving and satisfied with their relationships. From a very young age, books,
movies and pop songs have conditioned us to believe that love is about finding the ideal partner who will
complete us and with whom our life is going to be in a constant state of passionate excitement. But this kind of
love â€” the so-called romantic love â€” is unreachable. To quote Bruce Lee: In the beginning, a flame, very
pretty, often hot and fierce, but still only light and flickering. As love grows older, our hearts mature and our
love becomes as coals, deep burning and unquenchable. We only spent our nights watching TV and chatting.
Many young couples live a very exciting life when they are in love. So, when they marry, and their lives are
reduced to calmness and dullness, they will feel impatient and will drink the bitter cup of a sad marriage.
Express your whole truth. Some people might have the impression that Bruce Lee was a cocky person who
was showing off his martial art skills solely in an effort to boost his ego by attracting the attention of people
on him. In reality, as Bruce explains in the following video, martial arts was first and foremost his way of
expressing himself: One of the most well-known Bruce Lee quotes is: That is why where some have a self, a
starting point, most people have a void. We have great work ahead of us, and it needs devotion and much,
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much energy. No matter what, you must let your inner light guide you out of the darkness. Bruce Lee saw life
as an ongoing journey to wisdom: Through our everyday experiences, we get to better understand who we are
and the world we live in, thus maturing as individuals. However, this journey is filled with obstacles, and
making mistakes is a necessary part of learning how to overcome them. In fact, making mistakes can help us
to become better problem-solvers and decision-takers. Yet, in order to learn from our mistakes, we first need
to be honest enough to admit them, as well as to make sure not to repeat them. Hence, Bruce Lee noted: There
is instead an ever-evolving process of maturing. Because when there is a maturity, there is a conclusion and a
cessation. You might be deteriorating physically in the long process of aging, but your personal process of
daily discovery is ongoing. You continue to learn more and more about yourself every day. Bruce Lee was a
philosopher in the truest sense of the word â€” that is, a lover of wisdom. Willing is not enough; we must do.
Not failure, but low aim, is the crime. In great attempts, it is glorious even to fail. Support The Unbounded
Spirit The Unbounded Spirit takes me hundreds of hours a month to research and write, and thousands of
dollars to sustain. If you find joy and value in what I do, please consider supporting with a donation â€” every
little bit helps and comes enormously appreciated. Enter your email below to get them delivered right to your
inbox. You can opt out at any time.
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9: Bruce Lee: A Life - Matt Polly
Building on our popular Bruce Lee exhibit series, A Dragon Lives Here hones in on Bruce Lee's Seattle roots and the
fact that Seattle, now known as a city for innovation, technology, and entrepreneurs, also played a key role in shaping
Bruce Lee and his groundbreaking approach.

Hong Kong American actor and martial arts master Actor and martial arts expert Bruce Lee combined the
Chinese fighting art of kung fu with the grace of a ballet dancer. He helped make kung fu films a new art form
before his sudden and mysterious death in On November 27, , the Lees had another son. His mother called the
boy Bruce because the name meant "strong one" in Gaelic. His first film appearance, at the age of three
months, was in Golden Gate Girl As a teenager Lee was both a dancer, winning a cha-cha championship, and
a gang member, risking death on the Hong Kong streets. To improve his fighting skills, he studied the Chinese
martial arts of kung fu. He absorbed the style called wing chun, which was developed by a woman named Yim
Wing Chun, and he began adding his own improvements. But when he got into trouble with the police for
fighting, his mother sent him to the United States to live with friends of the family. Teacher and actor After
finishing high school in Edison, Washington, Lee enrolled at the University of Washington, supporting
himself by giving dance lessons and waiting tables. While teaching kung fu to fellow students, he met Linda
Emery, whom he married in Lee developed a new fighting style called jeet kune do and opened three schools
on the West Coast to teach it. Kato used a dramatic fighting style quite unlike that which Lee taught in his
schools. Lee went on to appear on shows such as Longstreet and Ironside and in the film Marlowe , playing a
high-kicking villain. Unhappy with the number and quality of roles available to Asian Americans in
Hollywood, Lee and his family, including son Brandon and daughter Shannon, moved back to Hong Kong in
Lee soon released the movie known to U. The story, featuring Lee as a fighter seeking revenge on those who
had killed his kung fu master, was not very original, but with his graceful movements, his good looks and
charm, and his acting ability, Lee was a star in the making. Lee established his own film company, Concord
Pictures, and began directing movies. The first of these would appear in the United States as Way of the
Dragon. Lee was excited about his future. He told a journalist, "I hope to make â€¦ the kind of movie where
you can just watch the surface story, if you like, or can look deeper into it. But there were rumors that he had
been poisoned by either the Chinese mafia or powerful members of the Hong Kong film industry. While
filming the movie The Crow, he was shot by a gun that was supposed to contain only blanks which produce
the appearance of a gunshot but cause no bullet to be fired but in fact had a live round in its chamber.
Reproduced by permission of Archive Photos, Inc. In Jason Scott Lee no relation appeared in Dragon: The
Bruce Lee Story. For More Information Bleecker, Tom. The Life and Death of Bruce Lee. Compiled and
edited by John Little.
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